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FECHTBÜCHER



FENCING BOOKS



FENCING BOOKS



FENCING BOOKS



HAUSBÜCHER



COMMONPLACE BOOKS



COMPILATION TEXTS



JOHANNES LIECHTENAUER

“And before all things, you shall note 
and know that there is just one art of 
the sword, and it may have been 
discovered and conceived many hundred 
years ago, and it is the foundation and 
core of the entire art of fencing. Master 
Liechtenauer internalized and applied it 
quite completely and correctly—not that 
he discovered and conceived it himself, 
but rather, he traveled through many 
lands and sought the legitimate and 
truthful art for the sake of experiencing 
and knowing it.”

~ Ms. 3227a, fol. 13v (15th century)



JOHANNES LIECHTENAUER



JOHANNES LIECHTENAUER

“He has written of this art in obscure and 
cryptic words, so that not everyone will 
grasp and understand it. And he has done 
this on account of frivolous masters who 
mistake the art as trivial, so that such 
masters will not make his art common or 
open to people who do not hold the art in 
respect as is its due. And the same obscure 
and cryptic words of the Record, the glosses 
teach and explain thus: so that one who 
otherwise knows how to fight may well 
undertake and understand them.

~ Cod. 44. A 8, fol. 3r (1452)



MS GBF18A VS MS CHART.A.558 



COD. GUELF. 78. 2. AUG. 2º



HANS LECKÜCHNER



PETER FAULKNER



LONG AND SHORT SWORD



LONG AND SHORT SWORD

Again a play
Note, when you ride to his 
left side with the short 
sword, if he then hews in 
above to your head, then 
parry between your hands to 
the blade, and in the parry, 
grab your sword’s pommel 
with the left hand, and strike 
him with a free over-hew 
from the long sword to the 
head.



JUDICIAL DUELING



JUDICIAL DUELING



JUDICIAL DUELING



JUDICIAL DUELING



JUDICIAL DUELING



JUDICIAL DUELING



JUDICIAL DUELING



NOBODY CARES



A FEW OF US CARE



Das ist der võ den stucken dẽ zedeln
|Zorn haw • krump • zwerch
hat |Schiller / mitt schaittler
|Alber verseczt / nachraÿsen
|Vberlauff hav haw seczet
|Durch wechsel zuck durch
lauff abschnide / hende dn
druck / heng vñ mitt blössen
schlach vach streÿch sch stich 
mitt stossen ·:·

This is the [text] of the devices of the Record
Wrath-hew, curve, cross
Has squinter with parter
Fool displaces
Racing-after, overrun
Set the cut, change-through, jerk-back
Run-through, slice-away, press the hands
Hang and with exposures
Strike, catch, sweep, thrust with blows.

SEVENTEEN HAUPSTUCKE



This is the Wrath-hew with its devices
Whoever Over-hews you,
Wrath-hew threatens him with the point.
If he becomes aware of it,
Then take-off above without danger.
Be Stronger against,
Wind, Stab. If he sees, then take it down.
Remember this precisely:
Hew, stab, Leaguer, Soft or Hard,
Within, and Before, After,
Without haste. Your War should not be rushed.
Whoever enters the War
Above, he becomes ashamed below.

OBSCURE AND CRYPTIC WORDS

Das ist der zorn haẘ mitt sinen stucken ~
|Wer dir ober haẘet
|Zor haw ort im dröwet ·:
|Wirt er es gewar
|So nÿms oben ab an far :·
|Biß störcker wider / 
vnd sch stich sicht erß so nÿm es wider ·:
|Das öben mörck / 
|Haw stich leger waÿch oder hört
|In des vñ fär nach / 
on hurt dein krieg sich nicht gäch
|Weß der krieg ri riempt
oben nÿder wirt er beschämpt ·:



hanns liechtenawer
peter wildigans von glacz
peter von tanczk
hanns spindler vo~ cznaÿm
lamprecht von prag
hanns seyden faden vo~ erfürt
andre liegniczer
iacob liegniczer, gepried~
sigmund amring
hartman von nurñberg
martein hunczfeld
hanns pägnüczer
phÿlips perger
virgilÿ von kracå
dietherich degen vechter von brawnschweig
ott iud
stettner

FELLOWSHIP OF LIECHTENAUER



Hans Liechtenauer
Peter Wildigans von Glatz
Peter von Danzig zum Ingolstadt
Hans Spindler von Znaim
Lamprecht von Prague
Hans Seydenfaden von Erfurt
Andre Liegnitzer
Jacob Liegnitzer
Sigmund ain Ringeck
Hartman von Nuremberg
Martin Huntfeltz
Hans Pegnitzer
Philipps Perger
Virgily von Kraków
Dieterich Degenfechter von Braunschweig
Ott Jud
Hans Stettner von Mörnsheim
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EXTANT TREATISES



FELLOWSHIP OF LIECHTENAUER



LIECHTENAUER TIMELINE
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1448: Talhoffer records 
Zettel; Ott Jud is alive

LIECHTENAUER TIMELINE



1410         1420          1430         1440          1450          1460         1470          1480

1448: Talhoffer records 
Zettel; Ott Jud is alive

1452 (Codex Danzig): 
Andre Liegniczer, 
Martin Huntfeltz, 
and Ott Jud dead; 
Peter von Danzig alive

LIECHTENAUER TIMELINE



1410         1420          1430         1440          1450          1460         1470          1480

1450s (Codex Lew)

1448: Talhoffer records 
Zettel; Ott Jud is alive

1452 (Codex Danzig): 
Andre Liegniczer, 
Martin Huntfeltz, 
and Ott Jud dead; 
Peter von Danzig alive

LIECHTENAUER TIMELINE



1410         1420          1430         1440          1450          1460         1470          1480

1450s (Codex Lew)

1438-60: Ringeck

1448: Talhoffer records 
Zettel; Ott Jud is alive

1452 (Codex Danzig): 
Andre Liegniczer, 
Martin Huntfeltz, 
and Ott Jud dead; 
Peter von Danzig alive

LIECHTENAUER TIMELINE



1410         1420          1430         1440          1450          1460         1470          1480

1438-60: Ringeck

1459: Talhoffer’s Zettel revision

1448: Talhoffer records 
Zettel; Ott Jud is alive

1452 (Codex Danzig): 
Andre Liegniczer, Martin 
Huntfeltz, and Ott Jud dead; 
Peter von Danzig alive

1450s (Codex Lew)

LIECHTENAUER TIMELINE



1410         1420          1430         1440          1450          1460         1470          1480

1438-60: Ringeck

1470: Paulus 
Kal records 
Geselschaft
Liechtenauers

1459: Talhoffer’s Zettel revision

1448: Talhoffer records 
Zettel; Ott Jud is alive

1452 (Codex Danzig): 
Andre Liegniczer, Martin 
Huntfeltz, and Ott Jud dead; 
Peter von Danzig alive

1450s (Codex Lew)

LIECHTENAUER TIMELINE



1410         1420          1430         1440          1450          1460         1470          1480

1438-60: Ringeck

1459: Talhoffer’s Zettel revision

1470: Paulus Kal records 
Geselschaft Liechtenauers

1474: Marxbrüder appear

1448: Talhoffer records 
Zettel; Ott Jud is alive

1452 (Codex Danzig): 
Andre Liegniczer, Martin 
Huntfeltz, and Ott Jud dead; 
Peter von Danzig alive

1450s (Codex Lew)

LIECHTENAUER TIMELINE
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1438-60: Ringeck

1459: Talhoffer’s Zettel revision

1470: Paulus Kal records 
Geselschaft Liechtenauers

1474: Marxbrüder appear

1448: Talhoffer records 
Zettel; Ott Jud is alive

1452 (Codex Danzig): 
Andre Liegniczer, Martin 
Huntfeltz, and Ott Jud dead; 
Peter von Danzig alive

1450s (Codex Lew)

1478-82: Hans 
Lecküchner’s 
Kunst des 
Messerfechtens

LIECHTENAUER TIMELINE
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ARMORED FENCING
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MILITARY OCCUPATIONS



1410         1420          1430         1440          1450          1460         1470          1480

1438-60: Ringeck

1459: Talhoffer’s Zettel revision

1470: Paulus Kal records 
Geselschaft Liechtenauers

1474: Marxbrüder appear

1448: Talhoffer records 
Zettel; Ott Jud is alive

1452 (Codex Danzig): 
Andre Liegniczer, Martin 
Huntfeltz, and Ott Jud dead; 
Peter von Danzig alive

1450s (Codex Lew)

1478-82: Hans 
Lecküchner’s 
Kunst des 
Messerfechtens

LIECHTENAUER TIMELINE



1410         1420          1430         1440          1450          1460         1470          1480

1438-60: Ringeck

1459: Talhoffer’s Zettel revision

1470: Paulus Kal records 
Geselschaft Liechtenauers

1474: Marxbrüder appear

1448: Talhoffer records 
Zettel; Ott Jud is alive

1452 (Codex Danzig): 
Andre Liegniczer, Martin 
Huntfeltz, and Ott Jud dead; 
Peter von Danzig alive

1450s (Codex Lew)

1478-82: Hans 
Lecküchner’s 
Kunst des 
Messerfechtens

1419-34:
Hussite
Crusades

LIECHTENAUER TIMELINE



MERCENARY FELLOWSHIP?

1410         1420          1430         1440          1450          1460         1470          1480

1438-60: Ringeck

1459: Talhoffer’s Zettel revision

1470: Paulus Kal records 
Geselschaft Liechtenauers

1474: Marxbrüder appear

1448: Talhoffer records 
Zettel; Ott Jud is alive

1452 (Codex Danzig): 
Andre Liegniczer, Martin 
Huntfeltz, and Ott Jud dead; 
Peter von Danzig alive

1450s (Codex Lew)

1478-82: Hans 
Lecküchner’s 
Kunst des 
Messerfechtens

1419-34:
Hussite
Crusades



1390      1400       1410       1420      1430       1440      1450       1460      1470       1480

1389: Early limit for
date of Ms. 3227a

LIECHTENAUER TIMELINE



1410         1420          1430         1440          1450          1460         1470          1480

1438-60: Ringeck

1459: Talhoffer’s Zettel revision

1470: Paulus Kal records 
Geselschaft Liechtenauers

1474: Marxbrüder appear

1448: Talhoffer records 
Zettel; Ott Jud is alive

1452 (Codex Danzig): 
Andre Liegniczer, Martin 
Huntfeltz, and Ott Jud dead; 
Peter von Danzig alive

1450s (Codex Lew)

1478-82: Hans 
Lecküchner’s 
Kunst des 
Messerfechtens1420-30s: Ms. 3227a?

LIECHTENAUER TIMELINE



Hans Liechtenauer
Peter Wildigans von Glatz
Peter von Danzig zum Ingolstadt
Hans Spindler von Znaim
Lamprecht von Prague
Hans Seydenfaden von Erfurt
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Hans Stettner von Mörnsheim

FELLOWSHIP OF LIECHTENAUER



LIECHTENAUER STEMMA



LIECHTENAUER STEMMA



OH GOD



THE GLOSSES



THE GLOSSES



THE GLOSSES



LIECHTENAUER STEMMA



LIECHTENAUER STEMMA



?
?

SYNOPTIC VS INDEPENDENT
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?
SIMPLIFIED STEMMA

?



PETER VON DANZIG (1452)



SHORT SWORD ONLY



NOBODY CARES



?
SIMPLIFIED STEMMA

?



SIGMUND AIN RINGECK

Vienna
version



FRAGMENTED GLOSS

Vienna
version



GLASGOW AND ROSTOCK



DRESDEN VERSION (1504-19)



ALBRECHT DÜRER



SIGMUND AIN RINGECK

Vienna
version



?
SIMPLIFIED STEMMA

?



PSEUDO-PETER VON DANZIG



COMPLETE GLOSS (1450S)



TWO BRANCHES



PPVD BRANCH A (JUD LEW)



PPVD BRANCH A (JUD LEW)



PPVD BRANCH B



PPVD BRANCH B



OUTLIERS: VIENNA AND RAST



?
SIMPLIFIED STEMMA

?



MS. 3227A REVISITED



INDEPENDENT TRADITION



MS. 3227A REVISITED



?
SIMPLIFIED STEMMA

?



HANS MEDEL VON SALZBURG



SYNCRETIC GLOSS



HANS MEDEL VON SALZBURG



?
SIMPLIFIED STEMMA

?



HANS LECKÜCHNER



HANS LECKÜCHNER



HANS LECKÜCHNER



HANS LECKÜCHNER



LEICHMEISTER GLOSS?



LEICHMEISTER GLOSS?

• Say they have invented new art, better and 
greater

• Give Liechtenauer’s techniques new names
• Wide fencing-around and parrying
• Often do two or three strikes in place of a 

single one
• Deliver wide and long hews



THE GLOSSES



THE GLOSSES



THE GLOSSES



Das ist der võ den stucken dẽ zedeln
|Zorn haw • krump • zwerch
hat |Schiller / mitt schaittler
|Alber verseczt / nachraÿsen
|Vberlauff hav haw seczet
|Durch wechsel zuck durch
lauff abschnide / hende dn
druck / heng vñ mitt blössen
schlach vach streÿch sch stich 
mitt stossen ·:·

This is the [text] of the devices of the Record
Wrath-hew, curve, cross
Has squinter with parter
Fool displaces
Racing-after, overrun
Set the cut, change-through, jerk-back
Run-through, slice-away, press the hands
Hang and with exposures
Strike, catch, sweep, thrust with blows.

SEVENTEEN HAUPSTUCKE



Wrath Hew (Zornhaw)
Curved/Arch Hew (Krumphaw )
Crossing/Transverse Hew (Twerhaw)
Squinting/Glancing Hew (Schilhaw)
Part/Scalp Hew (Scheitelhaw)

Four Sieges (vier Leger)
Four Displacements (vier versetzen)
Racing After (nachreisen)
Overrunning (überlauffen)
Offsetting (absetzen)
Changing Through (durchwechseln)
Jerking Back (zucken)
Running Through (durchlauffen)
Slicing Off (abschneiden)
Hand Pressing (Hende drucken)
Four Hangings (hengen)
Twenty-Four Windings (winden)

Hidden 
Strikes

Twelve 
Chief 
Devices

SEVENTEEN HAUPSTUCKE



This is the Wrath-hew with its devices
Whoever Over-hews you,
Wrath-hew threatens him with the point.
If he becomes aware of it,
Then take-off above without danger.
Be Stronger against,
Wind, Stab. If he sees, then take it down.
Remember this precisely:
Hew, stab, Leaguer, Soft or Hard,
Within, and Before, After,
Without haste. Your War should not be rushed.
Whoever enters the War
Above, he becomes ashamed below.

OBSCURE AND CRYPTIC WORDS

Das ist der zorn haẘ mitt sinen stucken
|Wer dir ober haẘet
|Zor haw ort im dröwet ·:
|Wirt er es gewar
|So nÿms oben ab an far :·
|Biß störcker wider / 
vnd sch stich sicht erß so nÿm es wider ·:
|Das öben mörck / 
|Haw stich leger waÿch oder hört
|In des vñ fär nach / 
on hurt dein krieg sich nicht gäch
|Weß der krieg ri riempt
oben nÿder wirt er beschämpt ·:



CRYPTIC WORDS EXPLAINED
Whoever Over-hews you,

The Wrath-hew threatens him with the point.

Gloss. Remember, the Wrath-hew breaks all 
Over-hews with the point, and yet is nothing 
more than a simple peasant strike, and drive it 
like this: 

When you come toward him with your Onset, if he 
then hews toward your head from above on his 
right side, then wrathfully hew with him (without 
any displacement), also with the long edge, 
strongly from your right shoulder onto his sword. 

If he is then Soft on the sword, then shoot-in the 
long point straight before you and thrust him 
toward the face or the breast. 

Thus do you Set-upon him.

~ Pseudo-Peter von Danzig

Gloss. Here note and know that Liechtenauer calls 
an over-hew struck from the shoulder the Wrath-
hew. When one is in his fury and wrath, there 
is no hew as ready as this same over-hew, struck 
from the shoulder toward the man. About that, 
Liechtenauer means: when someone begins to hew 
toward you with an over-hew, so shall you 
counter-hew the wrath-hew against him, and also 
that you firmly shoot the point against him.

~ Pseudo-Hans Döbringer

Gloss: When one will strike toward your head
from his right side with an over-cut, then hew as 
well against it with a wrath-hew from your right 
side, especially if he defends softly on the sword, 
and in the hew, throw-in the wrath-point into 
his face and thrust.

~ Hans Medel von Salzburg



CRYPTIC WORDS ILLUSTRATED

When he strikes 
high toward your 
head…

…strike wrathfully 
onto his sword 
and then thrust 
him in the face…

…or the chest.



Wrath Hew (Zornhaw)
Curved/Arch Hew (Krumphaw )
Crossing/Transverse Hew (Twerhaw)
Squinting/Glancing Hew (Schilhaw)
Part/Scalp Hew (Scheitelhaw)

Four Sieges (vier Leger)
Four Displacements (vier versetzen)
Racing After (nachreisen)

Overrunning (überlauffen)
Offsetting (absetzen)
Changing Through (durchwechselen)
Jerking Back (zucken)
Running Through (durchlauffen)
Slicing Off (abschneiden)
Hand Pressing (Hende drucken)
Four Hangings (hengen)

Twenty-four Windings (winden)

STRUCTURE OF THE RECORD

General Instructions

Structured Set Plays

Tactical Framework

Technical Glossary

Summary of the Record



Four Sieges (vier Leger)
Four Displacements (vier versetzen)
Racing After (nachreisen)
Overrunning (überlauffen)

Offsetting (absetzen)
Changing Through (durchwechselen)
Jerking Back (zucken)
Running Through (durchlauffen)

Slicing Off (abschneiden)
Hand Pressing (Hende drucken)
Four Hangings (hengen)
Twenty-four Windings (winden)

STRUCTURE OF THE RECORD

Zufechten

Krieg

Winding



CONTRASTING EXPLANATIONS
The Crosser takes

Whatever comes From the Day.

When you come with the onset, then stand with your left 
foot forward and hold your sword on your right 
shoulder.

If he then stands against you and holds his sword high over 
his head with arms outstretched

and threatens to hew in at you from above, then come 
before him with your hew and spring with your right foot 
well on your right side against him, and in the spring, turn 
your sword with the hilt before your head (so that your 
thumb comes beneath), and strike him with the short edge 
against his left side toward his head.

~ Pseudo-Peter von Danzig

When you go with the onset toward the man, 

if he then stands against you and holds his sword over 
himself with arms up-stretched (high over his head in the 
guard) and waits on you, then mark when you come 
near to him.

Then set the left foot forward and hold your sword 
with the flat on your right shoulder. 

If he then steps toward you and threatens to strike you, 
then come before [him] and spring with your right foot well 
on your right side, and in the spring, turn your sword with 
the hilt before your head (so that your thumb comes 
beneath), and strike him with the short edge toward the left 
side of his head, etc.

~ Jud Lew



CONTRASTING EXPLANATIONS
The Parter is a danger to the face.

With its turn, the chest is threatened.
Whatever comes from him,
The Crown takes it away.

When you come toward him with the onset, 
if he then lies against you in the guard Fool, 
then set your left foot forward and hold your 
sword on your right shoulder in the guard, 
and spring to him, and hew strongly down 
from above with the long edge toward his 
head.

If he then displaces the hew so that his point 
and hilt both stand over him, that is called the 
Crown.

Then remain high with your arms, and with 
your left hand lift your sword’s pommel over 
you, and sink the point in over his hilt 

to his breast. 

When you come toward him with the onset, 
if he lies in the guard Fool, then set your left 
foot forward and hold your sword with 
outstretched arms high over your head in the 
guard From the Day, and spring to him with 
your right foot, and hew with the long edge 
strongly down from above, 

and remain high with your arms and sink in 
the point below you to his face 

or breast. 

If he then parries with the Crown (that the 
point and the hilt on his sword both stand 
over him thus), …

When he stands against you in the guard of 
the Fool, hew above with the long edge, 
down from your part toward his head, 

and with the hew remain high with your 
arms, and if he displaces, so hang-in toward  
him with the point, with the long edge above 
his hilt, and thrust toward his face.

Likewise, if he then shoves the point firmly 
upward with his hilt in the displacement of 
the Parter, invert your sword with the hilt 
high in front of your head (such that the 
thumb comes below), and set the point under 
his hands upon his chest.

If he displaces with the hilt high over his 
head, this displacement is called the Crown, 
and with it he runs-in to you.



TECHNIQUE VS SYSTEM

This play is called False Point and 
Short Point, and I will say how to 
fashion it: I make to come with great 
force in order to strike the player 
with a Mezana blow to the head. And 
immediately that he makes the cover 
I strike his sword lightly. And 
immediately I turn my sword to the 
other side taking hold of my sword 
with my left hand near to the middle. 
And quickly I place the point in his 
throat or his chest. And this play is 
better in armour than without.



TECHNIQUE VS SYSTEM



TECHNIQUE VS SYSTEM

Set-upon four ends;
Learn to remain thereupon if you wish to finish.

Gloss. This is when you cleave-in from your 
right shoulder: if you wish to quickly finish with 
him, so note when he displaces and strike 
quickly around with the thwart, and with the 
strike grasp your sword in the middle of the 
blade with the left hand, and set the point into 
the face, or set-upon him to the four openings to 
whichever you can best come.

From the Squinter, 
falling into the armed thrust.



TECHNIQUE VS SYSTEM

The Setting Off
…If you come toward him in the 
Onset into the Change, and he 
hews at you from above, 

then go up with the long edge 
against his stroke and at the 
same time step with your right 
foot toward his left and set him 
off; then at the moment it clashes, 
turn the short edge and flick it at 
his head.

The Setting Off
When you come toward him with 
the Onset, if you stand on your 
right side in the guard of the 
Plow, and he then hews toward 
your left side above toward your 
head, 

then drive up with the sword and 
Wind against his hew therewith 
on your left side, with the hilt 
before your head in the Ox, and 
therewith step toward him with 
your right foot, and stab him 
toward the face or breast.



TECHNIQUE VS SYSTEM



TECHNIQUE VS SYSTEM

Sterk Indes

Nach

Vor

Schwach



TECHNIQUE VS SYSTEM

Strong Within

After

Before

Weak



LOOKING FOR CLUES

Wenn du mit dem Zufechten zu Im kompst…

“When you come to him with the Onset…”



CONTRASTING EXPLANATIONS
The Parter is a danger to the face.

With its turn, the chest is threatened.
Whatever comes from him,
The Crown takes it away.

When you come toward him with the onset, 
if he then lies against you in the guard Fool, 
then set your left foot forward and hold your 
sword on your right shoulder in the guard, 
and spring to him, and hew strongly down 
from above with the long edge toward his 
head.

If he then displaces the hew so that his point 
and hilt both stand over him, that is called the 
Crown.

Then remain high with your arms, and with 
your left hand lift your sword’s pommel over 
you, and sink the point in over his hilt 

to his breast. 

When you come toward him with the onset, 
if he lies in the guard Fool, then set your left 
foot forward and hold your sword with 
outstretched arms high over your head in the 
guard From the Day, and spring to him with 
your right foot, and hew with the long edge 
strongly down from above, 

and remain high with your arms and sink in 
the point below you to his face 

or breast. 

If he then parries with the Crown (that the 
point and the hilt on his sword both stand 
over him thus), …

When he stands against you in the guard of 
the Fool, hew above with the long edge, 
down from your part toward his head, 

and with the hew remain high with your 
arms, and if he displaces, so hang-in toward  
him with the point, with the long edge above 
his hilt, and thrust toward his face.

Likewise, if he then shoves the point firmly 
upward with his hilt in the displacement of 
the Parter, invert your sword with the hilt 
high in front of your head (such that the 
thumb comes below), and set the point under 
his hands upon his chest.

If he displaces with the hilt high over his 
head, this displacement is called the Crown, 
and with it he runs-in to you.



CONTRASTING EXPLANATIONS
The Parter is a danger to the face.

With its turn, the chest is threatened.
Whatever comes from him,
The Crown takes it away.

When you come toward him with your Onset, if he then lies against you in the 
guard Tree, then set your left foot before and hold your sword with outstretched 
arms high over your head in the guard From the Day, and spring toward him 
with your right foot, and hew with the long edge strongly from above (down 
from your part toward his head), and with the hew remain high with your arms, 
and if he displaces, so hang-in toward him with the point (with the long edge 
above his hilt), and thrust toward his face.

Likewise, if he then shoves your point firmly upward with his hilt in the 
displacement of the Parter, then lift your sword’s pommel over you with your left 
hand and invert your sword with the hilt high in front of your head (such that the 
thumb comes below), and set your point under his hands upon his breast.

If he displaces with his point and his hilt high over his head, this displacement is 
called the Crown, and with it he runs-in to you.



WITH THE ONSET

Gloss. Remember, whoever wishes to be a Master of the Sword, he 
shall know how one shall search the Four Exposures with art, if 
he wants to otherwise fence correctly and wisely…

Now, there are two drivings whence one shall search the exposures. 
First, one shall search from the Onset with shooting-in the Long Point
and with Racing-After. Secondly, one shall search with the Eight 
Windings when one has bound the other on the sword…

Therewith, you force the man so that he must displace you, and 
when he has displaced, then search quickly in the displacement with the 
Winding on his sword yet toward the nearest exposure, and thus aim 
always at the exposures of the body and fence not toward the sword, as 
in the device which says, “Set-on four ends; Learn to remain 
thereon if you want to end.”

Four Exposures know;
Aim so you hit knowingly

In all driving,
Without doubt for how he acts.



WITH THE ONSET

Gloss. Remember, this is when you come toward him with your 
Onset: whatever you will then fence, drive it with the entire strength 
of your body, and hew in therewith near toward the head and 
toward the body, and remain with your point in before his face 
or his breast. Therewith you force him so that he must displace, 
and come to no Changing-through when you come near to him with 
the point.

If he displaces with strength and lets the point go out from you 
on the side, then give him a Lighter-hit on the arm and step 
backwards therewith before he comes in.

Or, if he drives high up with his arms with the displacement, 
then strike him with a free hew below at the body, and step 
quickly backward therewith, so he is struck before he comes in.

Hew near, whatever you wish:
No Change comes into your shield;

Toward the head, toward the body,
Do not omit the Lighter-hits.



COME TO NO CHANGING-THROUGH

This even remember: how you shall Change-through so that no one 
will Set-on you while you are doing so, and undertake it like this: 

When he has displaced you (or has otherwise bound on your 
sword), if he then holds his point on your sword but not against 
the exposure of your body, and lets it go near on the side beside 
you, then Change-through under him boldly and stab him toward 
the other side.

Or, if he remains with the point before your face (or otherwise 
against the exposure), then do not Change-through but remain on 
the sword, and work therewith toward the nearest exposure; thus he 
may not Race-after or Set-on you.

Hew near, whatever you wish:
No Change comes into your shield;

Toward the head, toward the body,
Do not omit the Lighter-hits.



SHOOT THE WRATH-POINT
Whoever Over-hews you,

The Wrath-hew threatens him with the point.

Gloss. Remember, the Wrath-hew breaks all Over-hews with the 
point, and yet is nothing more than a simple peasant strike, and 
drive it like this: 

When you come toward him with your Onset, if he then hews toward 
your head from above on his right side, then wrathfully hew with 
him (without any displacement), also with the long edge, strongly 
from your right shoulder onto his sword. 

If he is then Soft on the sword, then shoot-in the long point
straight before you and thrust him toward the face or the breast. 

Thus do you Set-upon him.



SHOOT THE WRATH-POINT

I say to you truthfully,
No man protects himself without danger.

If you have understood this,
To strikes may he seldom come.



Wrath-hew Point

(He strikes toward you)

Bind onto his sword (without parrying)

Shoot the point if he is soft

Cut around if he parries wide

Jerk-back if he remains online

Use doubling or mutating if 
he makes none of these mistakes

SHOOT THE LONG POINT

Longpoint / Speaking Window

Strike and present the point

Force him to parry or bind

Remain strong on the sword

Slice the arms if he cuts around

Shoot the point if he jerks-back

Use doubling or other devices if 
he makes none of these mistakes



WHAT ABOUT RACING-AFTER?
Learn the two-fold Racing-after,

Or Slice into the weapon.

Drive the Racing-after like this:

When you come toward him with your Onset, then set the left 
foot forward and stand in the guard From the Day, and see well 
even that which he fences against you. 

If he begins to hew you downward from above, then do not 
displace him, and wait so that he does not reach you with the 
hew. 

If he then allows his sword to go down toward the earth with the 
hew, then spring to him with the right foot, and hew him above 
in to the exposure of his right side ere he comes up again. Thus is 
he struck.



WHAT ABOUT RACING-AFTER?
Learn the two-fold Racing-after,

Or Slice into the weapon.

Gloss. Remember, the Racings-after are many and multiple, and 
pertain to driving with great prudence against the fencers who 
fence with free and long hews (and otherwise do not hold well to 
the correct Art of the Sword); drive the first like this: 

When he wishes to cleave-in above you, so notice when he yanks up 
the sword to the strike, and race-after him with a strike, a hew, or 
with a thrust, and hit him toward the upper exposure ere he 
descends with the hew, or fall with the long edge above him 
onto his arm and with that, press him from you.

Or if he wants to thrust you, notice the moment he draws the 
sword to him for the thrust, and so Race-after him and thrust him 
ere he completes his thrust.



WHAT ABOUT RACING-AFTER?
The Thwart takes

Whatever comes From the Day.

Gloss. Remember, the Thwart-hew counters the guard From the Day 
(and all hews which come hewing From the Day above), and drive the 
Thwart-hew like this:

When you go toward him with your Onset, if he then stands against 
you and holds his sword with arms outstretched over himself
(high over his head in the guard) and waits on you, then notice 
when you come near to him. Then set the left foot forward and hold 
your sword with the flat on your right shoulder.

If he then steps toward you and threatens to strike you from 
above, then come Before him with your hew and spring with the 
right foot well on your right side against him, and in the spring, turn 
your sword with the hilt before your head (so that your thumb 
comes under), and strike him with the short edge against the left 
side of his head.



BIG PROCESS MAP



BIG PROCESS MAP

Instances of beginning in the Onset:

Make a speaking window and shoot the point:

Stand in a guard and give an exposure:

Other: 

38 devices

19 devices

19 devices

0



BIG PROCESS MAP

Make a speaking window and shoot the point:
• General Instructions (hew near to him and do not shun the Zeckrur)
• Zornhaw
• Schilhaw (Squint that he is short against you)
• Displacement
• Ansetzen
• Oberlauffen
• Durchwechsel
• Zucken
• Hende Trucken
• Hangen



BIG PROCESS MAP

Stand in a guard and give an exposure:
• Krumphaw
• Twerhaw
• Schilhaw
• Schaidelhaw
• Nachreisen
• Absetzen
• Durchlauffen



AND THE WINDING

Here remember even more that you may not rightly drive the 
Eight Windings except with stepping from both sides, and that 
you only probe for the two previous drivings, which are, when he 
binds on your sword, that he is but Soft or Hard in his driving. When 
you have found that first, then Wind and work toward the Four 
Exposures (as was described earlier).



AND THE WINDING

Here remember even more that you may not rightly drive the 
Eight Windings except with stepping from both sides, and that 
you only probe for the two previous drivings, which are, when he 
binds on your sword, that he is but Soft or Hard in his driving. When 
you have found that first, then Wind and work toward the Four 
Exposures (as was described earlier).

Never wind without stepping



AND THE WINDING

Here remember even more that you may not rightly drive the 
Eight Windings except with stepping from both sides, and that 
you only probe for the two previous drivings, which are, when he 
binds on your sword, that he is but Soft or Hard in his driving. When 
you have found that first, then Wind and work toward the Four 
Exposures (as was described earlier).

1. Never wind without stepping

2. Never step without winding



CONCLUSION

First of all, note and know that the point of the 
sword is the center, the middle, and the core of 
the sword from which all fencing goes and 
comes back into it. Likewise, the hangings and 
the windings are the affixing and the 
revolving of the center and of the core.

~ Ms. 3227a
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